
Figure 9.3. Moore's law (data points are for INTEL's microprocessors; 
  the projections are based on the 2002 Technology Roadmap ITRS02). 
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9.2 Brief History: Moore's Law

- SSI (small scale), MSI (medium scale), VLSI (very large scale), ULSI (ultra large scale)
- Systems on a Chip (SOC) 



Figure 9.4. Trend of the minimum feature size (2002 Technology 
Roadmap ITRS02). 

- The minimum feature size
 



9.3 Basic Principles of Semiconductors

9.3.1 Semiconductor Model and Energy Band Structure

- IV column (Si, Ge) and III-V compounds (Al, Ga / P, As)



9.3.2 Charge Carriers in Semiconductors

 - For pure (intrinsic) semiconductors,      and thus   




9.3.3 Extrinsic (Doped) Semiconductors

 - n-type Si: donor concentration  ≈
 cm,   

           At room temp, ≈ (majority carriers) 



 - p-type Si: acceptor,   
           At room temp, ≈ (majority carriers) 



 - Fermi function:  




   with  the Fermi level, defined as the energy 

                  at which the probability of finding an electron is equal to 0.5.

     (1) → for ≫   and → for ≪    

     (2) If the energy E of the state is a few times kT larger than the Fermi energy ,
                   ≈ ; Boltzmann approximation.
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        where N(E) = the density of states and or  = the effective density 
                    of states in the conduction (or valence) band.

                 The condition of   
 is still valid!



9.4. MOS Transistor

 - Long channel transistor

               

  for  ≫      

    
 


  


 


 for       

                                        with m= body effect coeff.



 - Current flow:



9.5. Scaling of Transistor Dimensions

- Scaling refers to reducing both horizontal and vertical dimensions by the same factor :

       (Power per Area) 
     *Constant field scaling: the voltage scales with the same factor as the dimensions.




